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viii Preface 

Sciences. It was jointly hosted by the Beijing Association for the Popularization of Digital 

Science and Technology, the Capital Museum Alliance, the Beijing Museum Society, 

the Museum Digitization Committee of the Chinese Museum Association, the Cultural 

Relics Photography Committee of the China Cultural Relics Academy, Beijing Union 

University, and the Computer Network Information Center of the Chinese Academy of 

Sciences. 
The theme of the symposium was Promoting Public Cultural Services - Museum 

Informatization. The five topics in this book, ("Letting Cultural Relics Live - The 

Creative Digitization of the Museum;' "Remembering Nostalgia - The Digitization and 
Conservation of Cultural Heritage;' "Sharing and Utilization as the New Status Quo -

Digital Development and the Sharing of Museum Resources:' "Mobile Navigation for 

the Thousands - How Emerging Media can Boost Communications and Services for 
Museums:' and "Entering the Museum - Excavating and Utilizing the Cultural Tourism 

Value of the Museum") lead this exploration of the digitization of museums. 

The seminar received widespread attention. It was attended by than 300 professionals 
and scholars ~n fields such as technology, culture and museology, the popularization of 

science, education, design, art and the Internet came from the Beijing Museum (Science 
and Technology department), the University Museum, the Chinese Academy of Sciences 

Museum, the science popularization base, colleges and universities, scientific research 

institutes, and Zhongguancun science and technology innovation enterprises in Shanghai, 
Zhejiang, Yunnan, Shandong, Fujian, Hubei, and other areas. More than 90 papers were 

received, and nearly 50 people gave speeches. 

This seminar introduced the most forward-looking technological developments and 

the most innovative demonstration cases, promoting the most pragmatic approaches and 

serving as a good reference for the present and future of the digitization of science and 

technology museums. The organizing committee set up an editorial board, which collated 
and collected 70 papers, and published them based on the five topics discussed in the 

seminar. These papers focus on the museum's realization of its own social functions and 

their responsibility in social and cultural development, and also discuss the important 

role that science and technology museums and other regional cultural resources can play 

in the public service system. They analyze development opportunities and application 
cases brought by new media to museums, and also discuss museum data processing and 

the management and standardized operation of digital resource utilization of cultural 

relics. Moreover, they expound the reform and innovation of the museum in adapting 
to new situations, and the planning and vision for the construction of future museums. 

This book is the fifth in a series of papers on the development of Beijing's digital 

museums since 2005. It is suitable for those who are engaged in public cultural services in 

facilities such as science and technology museums and libraries, and personnel involved 
in cultural creativity, exhibition, science popularization, and research and development. 

It can also be used as a reference for people in the field of digitization or science 
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6 Chapterl 

2. Crucial Focal Points for the Construction of Digital Museums 

The development of digital museums is a huge and highly complex systematic project, 

requiring large capital investments, and involving a large amount of content, a long 

process, and complex techniques. As such, it appears crucial to clarify the theory, system 

architecture, technical requirements, and target visitors of digital museum development. 

2.7 Users 

Cultural artefacts are at the center of the physical museum, which acts as a means for 

their collection, preservation, research, and spread, achieving the purposes of education, 
research, and appreciation, with user seeing only what is exhibited. Alternatively, digital 

museums display "cultural artefacts" to users via the Internet, using digital technology, 

network technology, multimedia technology, and virtual reality to create lifelike, three
dimensional "virtual artefacts': With service at its core, user demands are studied so that 

they may see whatever they choose. 

2.2 System architecture 

The development of the digital museum contains both an on-site digitized display system 

of the physical museum exhibition hall and a network platform display system, as well as a 

basic network management system. These systems each have their own storage, processing, 

and display platforms, formed of huge and complex systems that require distinct and 

logical design, sensible architecture, and a clear hierarchy. They must distinguish among 
basic platforms, production and processing platforms, and application management 

platforms, determining the logical relationship and data integration between each, on a 

foundation of construction, safeguarding, and expansion. 

2.3 Digital techniques 

Within the development of the digital museum, many key technologies have arisen to 

promote rapid growth. Choosing appropriate digital techniques can improve visitation, 

benefitting user experience, increasing the sense of immersion, and offering users 
necessary knowledge while they take part in learning and entertainment. 

These key digital techniques include: multimedia technology, used for the processing, 
production, and display of text, images, and audiovisual components of artefacts; virtual 

reality, used to recreate the environments of ancient artefacts, and conjure 3D, panoramic 

forms, and virtual roaming; 3D scanning, used to digitize artefacts, obtaining 3D data on 

cultural objects; 3D display, used to display artefacts in solid, 3D form, using methods of 

3D modeling and automatic 3D imaging systems; QR codes, used in intelligent mobile 

terminals to obtain information efficiently, offering internet access, messaging, calls, 
material exchange, and automatic text import; mobile applications, used for location-
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overall content, style and form of a digital museum must be specifically determined to 
suit them. It is also possible to target multiple visitors with different columns. 

3. Construction of the digital China Agricultural Museum 

The development of the digital China Agricultural Museum entailed a unified framework 

and standards, focusing on user service, with an on-site digital exhibition display 
system, business management system, and network platform display system as the main 

construction content. Various technologies were applied - such as multimedia, virtual 

reality, and 3D display - to build a network-based, integrated information system with 

business, office, and public information service functions. The following section explains 

the network platform's display system. 

3. 7 Construction objectives 

The digital China Agricultural Museum is based on its physical counterparts. With 

information resources at the core, information standards as the basis, information tech

nology as the means, information networks as the carrier, and information application 

as a guide, it: digitally preserves and archives agricultural artefacts, sites, documents, 

historical figures, and customs; digitally simulates agricultural activities; digitally displays 

agricultural cultural artefacts and cultural heritage, creating a public service multimedia 
display platform that disseminates agricultural knowledge, publicizes agricultural con

ditions, and develops and expands agricultural civilization. The use of techniques such 

as information virtualization, digitization of information resources, and diversification 

of information display offers another window into the physical museum's content. The 

digital China Agricultural Museum focuses on agriculture, rural life, and peasantry, and 
has user service at its core. Its design ideas, content, and expression meet a variety of 

needs in terms of knowledge and entertainment for many different visitors. 

3.2 Functionalframework 

The digital museum system involves five functions: gathering information about the 

collection, processing and production, display, publication, and application support. 

1) A comprehensive platform for information about the collection 

The integrated information platform is the foundation of the entire system. By digitizing 

the collection, it is transformed into digital information that can be accessed via 

computer, including sounds, graphics, and moving images, involving 2D and 3D forms. 

Currently, 2D photography and 3D scanning are largely used to gather this information 
in lieu of a highly automated, computer-controlled, high-definition photography and 3D 
information scanning system. 
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3.3 The content of construction 

1) Digitization of collections: Basic information about collections, including photos, 

videos and 3D scanning information, is obtained through the comprehensive 
information collection platform, and then entered into the standard database and 

processed by the multimedia processing and production platform into integrated 

display materials. 

2) Web portal: Multimedia and database technologies are used to build a full-text search 
system; this includes animations of agricultural history, memorabilia, agricultural 

figures, and sites, as well as sharing information from a variety of research publications 

and electronic magazines. Furthermore, expert blogs, question and answer systems, 
and the like must be created. 

3) Pocket museums: This involves the development and utilization of mobile apps and 

the WeChat public platform, using network positioning systems, QR codes, RFID, 

and other such technologies to identify visitors by their identities and locations, then 

pushing customized guides and collections based on specific interests and hobbies. 
It also involves offering information services such as explanations, location services, 

and data downloads. 

4) Virtual museums: This involves constructing a web-based 3D panoramic view of 
the exhibition hall and a virtual 3D exhibition using digital simulation technology 

(Virtual Reality/VR) and exploring the restoration of monuments and the protection 

of cultural heritage (augmented reality/ AR); enabling visitors to enter a virtual world 

via high-precision 3D display, immersing them in "real" ancient scenes, and allowing 

for intimate contact with historical artefacts. 

4. Conclusion 

The digital museum offers an escape from the restrictions of time and space, allowing 

the public to enjoy cultural heritage and global cultural artefacts without leaving their 
homes. However, the development of digital museums is a complex project, involving 

interdisciplinary integration of the cultural and IT industries, and requiring support from 

experts, capital, and technology. Only with in-depth research, continuing exploration, 

and the gradual mastery of the theory and regulation of digital museum development will 

it be possible to build public digital museums as new windows to culture. 
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